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Abstract—With the high penetration of the power electronic 

loads in the grid, the stability of static synchronous compensator 

(STATCOM) devices is greatly challenged. However, the 

conventional control methods for the modular multilevel 

converter (MMC) based STATCOM only consider the stability 

with small signal disturbances. This paper proposes a novel 

dual-layer back-stepping control (BSC) for the MMC based 

STATCOM. In the first layer, the BSC aims to regulate the sum 

of the capacitor energy and the reactive output current. In the 

second layer, the BSC aims to control the circulating current. 

Therefore, the proposed method possesses a fast dynamic 

response and accurate tracking with the Lyapunov stability of 

the MMC based STATCOM. Compared with the arm-control-

based back-stepping control for MMC based inverters, the 

proposed method has a simplified structure and a reduced 

computation burden. In addition, the proposed method realizes 

the decoupled control between the output current and the 

circulating current. The simulation and experimental results 

verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. In addition, its 

robustness towards different circuit parameters and the 

operation ability under unbalanced grid fault is also verified. 

Index Terms—modular multilevel converter (MMC), static 

synchronous compensator (STATCOM), back-stepping control, 

Lyapunov stability. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The static synchronous compensators (STATCOM) have 

been widely researched in medium-voltage and high power 

applications [1], [2]. Conventionally, the STATCOM is 

applied to compensate for the reactive current and solve the 

power quality issues in the distribution power grid [3]. With 

the development of renewable energy and power transmission 

technology, STATCOMs have been applied for various new 

applications, such as voltage and power oscillation damping 

control in power transmission [4], grid code fulfillment in 

power plant [5], inertia and frequency regulation in energy 

storage systems [6], and so on. 

Several popular topologies have been applied in 

STATCOMs, such as the cascaded H-bridge converter [7], the 

diode-clamped multilevel converters [8], the flying capacitor 

multilevel converters [9], and the modular multilevel 

converters (MMC) [10]. Among these topologies, the MMC 

presents several advantages, such as modularity, reliability, a 

high number of voltage levels, and high system-level 

reliability [11].  

For the MMC based STATCOM, the key challenge is to 

simultaneously control multiple control targets, including the 

output currents, the circulating currents, and the capacitor 

voltages in each arm [12]. The internal characteristics of 

MMC decide it has a number of nonlinear dynamic equations, 

which naturally lead to nonlinear behavior. Conventionally, 

the linear PI and PIR controller are adopted in the MMC based 

STATCOM applications [13]. The hierarchical control 

structure can effectively realize coupled control between these 

different control targets. However, the complicated 

hierarchical structure has a limited performance when it 

comes to complicated parameter designs, dynamic response, 

and system robustness. Therefore, various nonlinear control 

methods for MMC have been studied. A sliding mode current 

control is proposed in [14] with a fast dynamic response. 

However, the hatting problem may lead to system oscillations. 

A nonlinear decoupling control method based on feedback 

linearization is presented in [15]. However, the normal form 

of the system will include zero dynamics (i.e., states that are 

not observable from the output of the system), and that may 

lead to unstable of the control system. In addition, some other 

model-based nonlinear control techniques such as passivity 

based control [16], model predictive control [17], and 

deadbeat control [18]. However, most of the above existing 

control methods for MMC can only ensure the stability with 

small signal disturbances.  

With the high penetration of the power electronic loads in 

the grid, the stability of the power devices, including 

STATCOM, is greatly challenged [19]. Therefore it is 

necessary to explore the nonlinear control method for the large 

signal stability. The back-stepping technique is an effective 

approach for the stabilization of the power electronic systems 

[20]. BSC has been researched in literature for different power 

electronic-based applications such as AC servo motor drive 

[21], linear induction motor drive [22], multilevel matrix 

converter [23], interleaved converter interfaced DC 

microgrids [24], and so on. 

Recently an arm-control-based BSC method for an MMC 

based inverter application has been proposed in [25]. This 

method uses the arm input energy, the arm currents, and the 

sum of arm capacitor voltages as the control variables. By 

design of the Lyapunov function and the virtual law, the 

control law of the modulation references in each arm is 
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designed. The influence of the parameter design has also been 

analyzed in these references. This method realizes direct 

control and guarantees the large-signal stability of the MMC 

based inverter. However, this method aims to design the 

control law of each arm individually, which leads to a 

complicated design process and a coupled control effect 

between the output currents and the circulating currents. The 

results can be seen in the experimental results in [25], where 

the circulating currents are not entirely suppressed. In addition, 

the design process cannot be directly applied to MMC based 

STATCOM applications due to the lack of a common high 

voltage DC bus. 

To solve the above mentioned large signal stability issue 

and simplify the BSC design process for the STATCOM 

application, this paper proposes a dual-layer back-stepping 

control (BSC) method for the MMC based STATCOM. The 

rest of the paper is outlined as follows. Section II introduces 

the system model and the control targets of the MMC based 

STATCOM. Section III illustrates the detailed design 

principle of the proposed back-stepping control method. In 

addition, comparisons with other control methods and the 

control parameter design principle are also discussed in 

Section III. Simulation results in Section IV verify the 

effectiveness and robustness of the proposed dual-layer BSC 

method. In addition, the influence of the control parameters on 

the controller performance are also presented in Section IV. 

Experimental results in Section V verify the effectiveness and 

advantages of the proposed BSC method. The conclusions are 

listed in Section VI. 

II. THE SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS AND CONTROL TARGETS 

First, the system topology and model are introduced in this 

section. Then, the detailed control problems are analyzed. 

A. The topology and system model 

Fig. 1 illustrates the topology of the three-phase MMC 

based STATCOM. In this paper, the double star chopper cell 

(DSCC) configuration is studied. For the DSCC configuration, 

there are three-phase legs in the MMC converter, and each 

phase leg contains the upper and the lower arms. Each arm 

includes N submodules (SMs) and an arm inductor (Larm, Rarm). 

The coupling point between the upper arm and the lower arm 

is connected to the AC grid through a filter inductor (L, R). In 

each SM, there are four semiconductor switches (S1, S2, D1, 

and D2) and one capacitor (C). The voltage across this 

capacitor is recorded as uSM. With the combination of the 

switching status, each SM can be inserted or bypassed. If the 

SM is inserted, the voltage level of its output terminal is equal 

to the capacitor voltage. If it is bypassed, the voltage level of 

its output terminal is equal to 0. With successive control over 

switches of the SMs in each arm, the multilevel voltage can be 

obtained. Generally, the more the inserted SM, the higher the 

inserted voltage in the arm. The equivalent single-phase 

system model is shown in Fig. 1, including the output current 

control loop and the circulating current control loop. 

For this MMC-DSCC configuration, the output current 

and the circulating current can be described by the arm 

currents in the upper and the lower arms. 
 

j uj lji i i   (1) 

 
2

uj lj

cirj

i i
i


  (2) 

where ij and icirj (j=a, b, c.)are the output currents and the 

circulating currents; iuj and ilj are the currents of the upper and 

the lower arm.  

To apply the proposed BSC method, the other necessary 

system descriptions are listed below. The sum capacitor 

energy stored in the capacitors in the MMC converter can be 

expressed as  

 
2 2

SM SM6 ( ) 3 ( )
2

C
E N u NC u    (3) 

Supposing the grid voltages are symmetric, the derivative 

of the sum energy can be expressed as  

 
3

2
gd d

dE
P u i

dt
    (4) 

Applying the Kirchhoff voltage/current laws to the 

equivalent circuit in Fig. 1 (c), the system output current can 

be expressed as follows [27]. 

 j

eq j gj eq j

di
L u u R i

dt
    (5) 

where ugj is the grid voltage; uj is the equivalent output voltage 

of MMC; Leq and Req are the equivalent inductance and 

resistance in the AC control loop. They can be expressed as  
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By park transformation, equation (5) can be further 

expressed as 

 

d
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q
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As shown in Fig. 1 (d), for the DC control loop, the 

inserted arm voltages need to satisfy the constraint 

 2lj uj dc cirju u u u    (9) 

where ucirj is the common-mode component of the inserted 

voltage references in the upper and the lower arms, which is 

derived from the circulating current controller. 
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Fig. 1. The topology and equivalent model of the MMC based STATCOM. 
(a) The topology of MMC based STATCOM. (b) The equivalent circuit. (c) 

The AC control loop. (d) The DC control loop. 
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Therefore, it can be derived that 

   
cirj

arm cirj arm cir

di
L u R i

dt
 (10) 

B. The control targets 

For stable operation of the MMC based STATCOM, the 

output currents and the capacitor voltage in each SM need to 

be regulated at the same time. 

The sum capacitor energy and the reactive output power 

can be controlled by the output current, which is realized by 

the first-layer BSC. The capacitor energy in each arm can be 

controlled by the circulating current. Therefore, the second-

layer BSC aims to track the circulating current references. 

For the second layer BSC, the circulating current references 

used for arm energy balancing are introduced as follows. For 

each phase leg, the circulating current references include two 

parts, icir_dc for the leg energy balancing and icir_1st for the arm 

energy balancing. 

However, it is noted that MMC has no High Voltage DC 

(HVDC) bus in the STATCOM application. Therefore, the 

conventional popular circulating current references in MMC 

[27] cannot be applied directly in this paper, and the finally 

circulating current references need to satisfy the basic 

principle 

 
_ _ _ 0cira ref cirb ref circ refi i i    (11) 

Based on the references [13], the references of the injected 

icirj_dc and icirj_1st are finally expressed as follows 
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where θ is the phase angle of the grid voltages derived by 

system PLL. Euj and Elj (j=a, b, c.) are the capacitor energy in 

the upper and the lower arm. 

III. DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED BACK-STEPPING CONTROL  

In this section, a dual-layer BSC method for MMC based 

STATCOM is presented. The first-layer BSC controls the sum 

capacitor energy and the output current. The second-layer 

BSC controls the circulating current. In addition, the control 

parameter design and the comparisons with conventional 

methods are also discussed in this section. 

A. The first-layer BSC 

In the first-layer BSC, the following variables are defined. 

x1, x2, and x3 are the control variables; u1 and u2 are the input 

variables; y1, y2, and y3 are the state variables; z1, z2, and z3 are 

the tracking error; and α1 is the virtual control law. 

1) Problem formulations 

Three control targets are included in the first layer. The 

sum capacitor energy, the active current, and the reactive 

current. Therefore, the control variables are defined as 

 
2

SM1 3 ( )x E NC u   (16) 

 
2 dx i  (17) 

 
3 qx i  (18) 

To realize the control on MMC, the input variables u1 and 

u2 are expressed as the equivalent output voltages of MMC, ud, 

and uq, respectively. 

 
1 du u  (19) 

 
2 qu u  (20) 

Based on the system model in section II, the derivation of 

the three control variables can be expressed as 

 1 2

3

2
gdx u x   (21) 

 2 2 3 1

1 1eq

eq gd

eq eq eq

R
x x L x u u

L L L
      (22) 

 3 3 2 2

1 1
    

eq

eq gq

eq eq eq

R
x x L x u u

L L L
  (23) 

2) Intermediate state variables 

For design simplicity, the intermediate state variables y1, 

y2, and y3 are defined as follows. Among them, the state 

variables y1 is irrelevant to the input variables. To guarantee 

the asymptotic stability, the second variable y2 is defined to be 

the derivate of y1. 

 1 1y x  (24) 

 2 1y y  (25) 

 3 3y x  (26) 

Furthermore, the derivative of the state variables can be 

expressed as  

 1 2

3

2
gdy u x   (27) 
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R u u
y x L x

L L
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 (29) 

3) The tracking error and the virtual control law definitions 

In order to analyze the system Lyapunov stability, the 

tracking errors, z1, z2, and z3, are defined as 

 1 1 1refz y y   (30) 

 2 2 1z y   (31) 

 3 3 3refz y y   (32) 

where α is the virtual control law used to control the middle 

state variable y2. 

Similarly, the derivative of z1, z2, and z3 can be expressed 

as 

 1 1 1ref 1z y y y    (33) 

 2 2 1z y   (34) 
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 3 3 3ref 3z y y y    (35) 

It is noted the sum of capacitor energy E and the rated 

reactive references iq are a fixed constant value during stable 

operation. Therefore, the derivatives of the y1ref and y3ref are 

assumed to be 0. 

4) Back-stepping control design with Lyapunov stability 

Consider the first Lyapunov function as 

 2
1 1

1

2
V z  (36) 

The derivative of theV1 can be expressed as 

 
1 1 1 1 2V z z z   (37) 

Hereby, a virtual control law is selected  

 1 1 1 1,( 0)k z k    (38) 

Clearly, if z2=0, then �̇� 1=−k1(z1)2 is always a negative 

value, and z1 is guaranteed to converge to zero asymptotically. 

Consider the second Lyapunov function as 

 2
2 1 2

1

2
V V z   (39) 

The derivative of theV2 can be expressed as 

   12
2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1

1
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V k z z z z f x g u z
z


 (40) 

To guarantee that z2 is converged to zero, the derivative of 

V2 needs to be constantly negative. Therefore, g1(u), the 

function of the input variable u1 is selected as 

   1
1 2 2 1 1 1 2

1

( ) , ( 0)


     


g u k z f x z z k
z


 (41) 

As a result, �̇�2=−k1(z1)2−k2(z2)2, the asymptotic stability of 

z2 is guaranteed. 

Consider the third Lyapunov function as 

 2
3 2 3

1

2
V V z   (42) 

The derivative of theV3 can be expressed as 

  2 2
3 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 ( )V k z k z z f x g u        (43) 

To guarantee that z3 is converged to zero, the derivative of 

V3 needs to be constantly negative. Therefore, g2(u), the 

function of the input variable u2 is selected as 

  2 3 3 2 3( ) , ( 0)g u k z f x k     (44) 

Then, �̇�3=−k1(z1)2−k2(z2)2−k3(z3)2 is a negative value, and 

the asymptotic stability of z3 is guaranteed. 

Substituting (28) and (29) into (41) and (44) respectively, 

the final input variables can be expressed as  

2 2
1 1 1 2 2 3[ ( )]
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R
u u u L k z x L x

L
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The control laws of (45) and (46) are utilized for 

controlling the sum capacitor energy and the output currents 

of the three-phase MMC based STATCOM, and the first-layer 

BSC structure is shown in Fig. 2. With the designed control 

law, the large signal Lyapunov stability is guaranteed in the 

sum capacitor energy and reactive output current control. 

B. The second-layer BSC 

In the second-layer BSC, the only control variable is the 

circulating current. Each phase leg has its own BSC for 

circulating current. Here define xcirj as the control variable; ucirj 

is the input variable; zcirj is the tracking error. Similar to the 

above process, the control variable is defined as  

 
cirj cirjx i  (47) 

Based on the system model in section II, the derivation of 

the control variables can be expressed as 

 
cirj arm cirj

cirj

arm

u R x
x

L

 
  (48) 

The tracking error, zcir, is defined as 

 
_cirj cirj cirj refz x x   (49) 

The derivative of zcir can be expressed as 

 
_cirj cirj cirj refz x x   (50) 

Consider the Lyapunov function as  

 
2

cirj cirjV z  (51) 

The derivative of the Vcir can be expressed as 

 _( )
cirj arm cirj

cirj cirj cirj cirj cirj ref

arm

u R x
V z z z x

L

 
    (52) 

To make sure that the asymptotic stability of zcir in the 

second-layer, the derivative of Vcir needs to be constantly 

negative. Therefore, the input variable ucir can be designed as 

 
4 _( )cirj arm cirj cirj ref arm cirju L k z x R x    (53) 

The control law of (53) is utilized to control the circulating 

currents in the MMC based STATCOM, and the second-layer 

BSC structure is shown in Fig. 3. With the designed control 

law, the large signal Lyapunov stability is guaranteed in the 

circulating current control. 

C. The overall control diagram 

The overall control diagram of the proposed dual-layer BSC 

method is given in Fig. 4, where there are mainly three parts. 
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Fig. 2. The design process of the first-layer BSC. 
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Fig. 3. The design process of the second-layer BSC. 
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Fig. 4. The overall control diagram of the proposed dual-layer BSC method. 
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second-layer BSC for the circulating voltage references ucirj, 

and the modulation scheme. 

Here, it is noted that with the uj and ucirj, the inserted voltages 

references in each arm can be expressed as 

 2

2

dc

uj j cirj

dc

uj j cirj

u
u u u

u
u u u


  


   


 (54) 

In addition, the CPS-PWM is applied to realize individual 

capacitor voltage balancing within one arm and the switching 

signals generations. With the inserted voltage references, they 

are normalized by dividing the value of the sum DC voltages 

in each arm. The derived results are recorded as the modulation 

reference in each arm. 
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Then, some additional modulation references for individual 

voltage balancing in [28] are added to them as the final 

modulation references in each SM. This will not be discussed 

in this paper due to the page limit. 

D. Control parameter design of the proposed BSC method  

For the designed control law, when the control gains meet 

the constraint ∀(k1, k2, k3)> 0, the uniform stability of the back-

stepping controller is guaranteed, and the control gains are 

usually designed to obtain a good robustness control effect 

[29]. However, for the common back-stepping based control 

methods, the control gains are usually tuned based on the 

practical field experience [19], [30]. This experience-based 

control gain design method leads to a higher requirement for 

the designer. To solve this problem, this paper presents the 

control gain design principle of the proposed BSC method for 

MMC based STATCOM. 

For the design control law in (45) and (46), the derivative 

of the control variables can be expressed by substituting the 

control law into (22) and (23). 

 
2 2 1

2 1 2
1.5

   
gd gd

k z z
x k x

u u
 (56) 

 
3 3 3 x k z  (57) 

With the relation constraint between the control variables 

(x1, x2, and x3) and the tracking errors (z1, z2, and z3) in (24) to 

(26), and (30) to (32), the derive of the tracking errors can be 

expressed as 

 
2 2 1 1

1 2 2 2 1 1 1

2 2 1 1 1

1.5

1.5 1.5

1.5 2

  

   

   

gd

gd

z u x k z

k x u k z z k z

k z z k z

 (58) 

 
3 3 3 z k z  (59) 

In (58) and (59), z1, z2, and z3 represent the tracking error 

of the sum capacitor energy, the active output power, and the 

reactive output current. For the three different control targets, 

the control gains should be de designed with different control 

gains to eliminate the interaction between each control loop. 

Therefore, as shown in (58), the derivative of z2 is decided 

by both z1 and z2. Among these items, the −1.5z1 and −2k1ż1 

are the proportional and integral control gains of the sum 

capacitor energy. Based on the practical PI selection principle 

in [28], the integral gain −2k1 is selected as about ten times the 

coefficient of the P controller, -15. The control gain k1 is thus 

designed as 7.5. In addition, it is also noted that the dominant 

item that decides ż2 should be the tracking error z2, instead of 

the proportional and integral control items by z1. Therefore, 

the control gain –k2 is selected as –500, which means k2 is 

designed as 500. Furthermore, the control gain for the output 

reactive current control loop should be higher than the other 

two control targets. Therefore, the control gain for z3 is 

selected as ten times the control gain for k2. Since the control 

gain –k3 is selected as –5000, k3 is selected as 5000. 

Similarly, for the control law in (53), the derivatives of the 

control variables xcir can be expressed by substituting the 

control law into (48). 

 
4 _  cirj cirj cirj refx k z x  (60) 

The control target is the circulating current, and the control 

law is design in an independent back-stepping control 

structure. Therefore, the control gain of the circulating current 

control is selected as k4 = 10000. 

With the above design process, the control gains of the 

proposed BSC method are designed. It is also noted that the 

artificial intelligence-based design method has been proposed 

recently in [31] and [32], especially for the back-stepping 

control. The more accurate design can be realized by training 

with the collected data. Due to the page limit and the research 

topic of this paper, it will not be further discussed in this paper. 

E. Comparisons with conventional methods  

To better elaborate on the characteristics of the proposed 

BSC method, some comparisons with popular control 

methods are listed in Table I. As shown in the table, the 

TABLE I COMPARISONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT METHODS 

                      Methods 

      Items 

conventional PI 

control [13] 

BSC for MMC 

inverter [25] 
proposed 

BSC method 

Stability need discussion guaranteed guaranteed 

Control structure 
hierarchical 

PI + PIR 

arm-controlled 

multiple BSCs 
dual-layer 

BSC 

Control loop 
uj loop 

ucirj loop 

uuj loop 

ulj loop 
uj loop 

ucirj loop 

Independent control 

between ij and icirj 
Yes No Yes 

Circulating current 

suppression ability 
High Medium High 

Robustness to parameters Low High High 

Applicable to MMC-
STATCOM 

Yes No Yes 

 

TABLE II SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

Items Symbols simulation Experiment 

Rated DC voltage udc 10 kV 200 V 
Grid line-to-line voltage Ugl 5.5 kV 110 V 

Rated reactive power Qrated 1.35 Mvar 1.08 kVar 

Arm 
inductor 

inductance Larm 3 mH 5 mH 

resistance Rarm 0.0942 Ω 0.3 Ω 

AC 

inductor 

inductance L 2 mH 2.5 mH 

resistance R 0.0628 Ω 0.15 Ω 

Carrier frequency fcarrier 5000 Hz 5000 Hz 

SM number per arm N 10 4 

SM capacitance C 2 mF 3.84 mF 

Control 

parameters 

k1 k1 7.5 7.5 

k2 k2 500 500 

k3 k3 5000 5000 

k4 k4 1104 1104 
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proposed dual-layer BSC method aims to control the uj and  

ucirj loop, which is the same as the conventional PI control 

method. As a result, the circulating current and the output 

current control are decoupled. In addition, the proposed BSC 

method has its inherent advantages of large-signal Lyapunov 

stability and robustness to the circuit parameters. 

In addition, to better illustrate the main contribution of this 

paper, the comparisons between the proposed method and the 

back-stepping method in [25] are carried out.  

1) It is noted that the back-stepping control method 

proposed in [25] cannot be directly applied in the MMC based 

STATCOM for the following reasons. 

a. The back-stepping control method in [25] are designed 

for the MMC inverter applications, where there is no AC filter 

inductor L (L and R) as shown in Fig. 1;  

b. The control targets of the method in [25] are designed 

as the arm currents, which are 6 different variables (three-

phase, upper and lower arm). As a result, for the applied MMC 

based STATCOM topology in Fig. 1, it cannot be direct 

applied due to the voltage drops on the AC filter inductor; 

c. The arm current references in the method in [25] include 

component of the circulating currents, while there is no 

common DC source in the studied system in Fig. 1. As a result, 

the direct arm current based method cannot be directly applied 

for the MMC based STATCOM. 

2) The back-stepping control method proposed in [25] 

needs an individual BSC controller for each arm, and the 

control structure for each arm is complicated. Meanwhile, the 

proposed dual-layer BSC method needs one layer for the 

output current and another layer for the circulating current. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS  

A three-phase MMC based STATCOM model is built in 

MATLAB/SIMULINK to validate the effectiveness of the 

proposed dual-layer BSC method. The simulation parameters 

are shown in Table II. In addition, some additional simulation 

results are provided to prove the robustness of the proposed 

method to the circuit parameters. 

A. Dynamic performance 

The dynamic responses of the MMC based STATCOM 

with the proposed dual-layer BSC method are shown in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 5 (a) shows the amplitude of the grid voltage is about 

4490 V. The output currents of the MMC based STATCOM 

are shown in Fig. 5 (b), where the phase angles of the currents 

are always 90 degrees leading to the grid voltages. In addition, 

the amplitudes of the output currents increase from 0 A to 100 

A at 0.3 s, and increase again from 100 A to 200 A at 0.4 s. 

The figure shows that the proposed method can provide a fast 

and stable dynamic response under the activation and power 

step operation process. The circulating currents waveforms 

are shown in Fig. 5 (c), where the average values are 0 A due 

to the reactive current operation mode. This figure indicates 

the proposed method can effectively control the circulating 

currents. The virtual DC voltage is shown in Fig. 5 (d), where 

the average values remain at about 10 kV during the whole 

dynamic operation process. In addition, the capacitor voltages 

in phase A are shown in Fig. 5 (e), where the average value 

remains at about 1 kV. Simulation results verify the proposed 

method can effectively control the output current and the 

circulating current for the MMC based STATCOM. 

B. Influence of the variable control parameters 
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Fig. 5. Simulation dynamics with the proposed BSC method. (a) The phase-
to-ground voltages. (b) The output currents. (c) The circulating currents. (d) 

The virtual DC side voltage. (e) The capacitor voltages in phase A. 

 
Fig. 6. The tracking error of the stored energy control (x1) under variable 

control parameters (k2 and k3).  
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Fig. 7. The performance of the reactive current control (x3) under variable 

control parameters (k2 and k3). (a) The tracking error of x3. (b) The rising time 
of x3 (from 0 A to 100 A). 
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Fig. 8. The performance of the stored energy control (x1) and the reactive 

current control (x3) under variable control parameters (k1). (a) The tracking 

error of x1. (b) The tracking error of x3. (c) The rising time of x3 (from 0 A to 
100 A). 
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To testify the influence of the control parameters on the 

performance of the proposed controllers, a series of parallel 

simulations are carried out. It is noted that the simulations 

below are testified under the operation of the 100 A output 

reactive current or the reactive power step from 0 A to 100 A. 

Firstly, the influence of the two control parameters k2 and 

k3 are testified. The influences of the variable control 

parameters k2 and k3 on the tracking error of the stored energy 

(x1) are shown in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6, with the decrease 

of k2, the tracking error of the stored energy in the capacitors 

reduces slightly. The results indicate that the decrease of the 

control parameter k2 contributes to the control accuracy of x1. 

In addition, with the decrease of k3, the tracking error of the 

stored energy in the capacitors also reduces slightly. The 

results indicate that the decrease of the control parameter k3 

also contributes to the control accuracy of x1. As is shown in 

Fig. 7 (a), the control parameter k2 has almost no influence on 

the tracking accuracy of the output reactive current (x3). 

However, with the increase of k3, the tracking error of the 

output reactive current significantly reduces. The results 

indicate that the increase of the control parameter k3 

contributes to the control accuracy of x3. The rising time of the 

output reactive current control under variable parameters are 

shown in Fig. 7 (b). It can be seen from the figures that with 
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Fig. 9. The performance of the circulating current (xcir) under variable control 
parameters (k4). 
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Fig. 10. Simulation results under different circuit parameters with the same 
control parameters (k1, k2, k3, k4). 
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Fig. 11. Simulation results under unbalanced grid voltages. (a) The phase-to-

ground voltages. (b) The output currents. (c) The circulating currents. (d) The 

virtual DC side voltage. (e) The capacitor voltages in phase A. 

 
Fig. 12. The prototype of the three-phase down-scaled MMC. 

 

 
Fig. 13. The steady-state performance of the conventional linear control [13]. 

(a) The grid voltage and output currents. (b) The FFT of the output currents. 

 

 
Fig. 14. The steady-state performance of the proposed back-stepping control. 

(a) The grid voltage and output currents. (b) The FFT of the output currents. 
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the increase of k2, the changes in the rising time tstep is not 

obvious. However, with the increase of the control parameter 

k3, the rising time tstep decreases significantly. The results 

indicate that the control parameter k2 has almost no influence 

on the rising time of the reactive current control, while the 

increase of k3 is able to reduce the rising time of the reactive 

current control. 

To further testify the influence of the control parameter k1, 

the simulation results under variable k1 and fixed k2 and k3 (k2 

= 500, k3 = 5000) are illustrated in Fig. 8. As shown in Fig. 8 

(a), the increase of the control parameter k1 leads to a reduced 

tracking error of the stored energy (x1). Fig. 8 (b) shows that 

the control parameter k1 has almost no influence on the 

tracking error of the output reactive current (x3). The results in 

Fig. 8 (c) indicate that with the increase of the control 

parameter k1, the rising time of the output reactive current 

control decrease due to the faster regulation of the capacitor 

voltage. However, when the control parameter k1 further 

increases, the rising time remains almost the same. 

The influence of the control parameter k4 on the circulating 

current control can be found by results in Fig. 9. As shown in 

Fig. 9, with the increase of the control parameter k4, the 

tracking error of the circulating current decreases from k4 = 

1000 to k4 = 10000. When the control parameter k4 increases 

from 10000 to about 16000, the tracking error of the 

circulating current remains almost the same. With the further 

increase of the control parameter k4, the tracking error of the 

circulating current increases again. 

C. Operation ability under different circuit parameters 

 To verify the effectiveness of the proposed control 

method under different circuit parameters, a series of 

simulations with the same control parameters are carried. In 

these simulations, the rated output reactive current increases 

from 100 A to 200 A. The relevant results of the output 

currents, the circulating currents, and the capacitor voltages in 

phase A are shown in Fig. 10. Also, the same control 

parameters (k1, k2, k3, k4) in subsection D in Section III are 

applied in these simulations. The mentioned p.u. Values of the 

circuit parameters are also listed in Table II. 

As shown in Fig. 10, even with the same control parameter, 

the proposed BSC method still operates stably under different 

circuit parameters. The above results verify that the proposed 

dual-layer BSC method is able to operate under different 

conditions and does not require frequent control parameter 

changes under different circuit parameters. 

D. Operation ability under unbalanced grid 

It is also noted that the proposed BSC method in the dq 

coordinate can also be applied in the unbalanced grid working 

condition. The reason behind this is that under unbalanced 

  

Fig. 15. Experimental results of the activation dynamics with conventional 

linear control. (a) The grid voltage of phase A and the output currents. (b) The 

output current and arm currents and the circulating current in phase A. (c) The 

capacitor voltages in phase A. 

Fig. 16. Experimental results of the activation dynamics with the proposed BSC 

method. (a) The grid voltage of phase A and the output currents. (b) The output 

current and arm currents and the circulating current in phase A. (c) The 

capacitor voltages in phase A. 
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grid voltages, the dq component includes the second-order 

instruction. Meanwhile, the proposed BSC is able to track the 

second-order signal. As shown in Fig.11 (a), the grid voltages 

fault occurs at about 0.4 s. The output currents of MMC are 

shown in Fig. 11 (b), where the amplitudes of the current 

increase from 100 A to about 120 A. Therefore, the reactive 

power generated by the MMC based STATCOM remains the 

same. The circulating currents are shown in Fig. 11 (c). Before 

0.4 s, the circulating currents remain at about 0 A. After the 

unbalanced grid fault occurs, the circulating currents between 

the three-phase fluctuate around 0 A. The virtual DC voltage 

is shown in Fig. 11 (d), where the average values remain at 

about 10 kV during the grid fault operation. In addition, the 

capacitor voltages in phase A are shown in Fig. 11 (e), where 

the average value remains at about 1 kV. The above results 

verify the effectiveness of the proposed method for fault 

MMC based STATCOM under unbalanced grid conditions. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

To further verify the effectiveness and the dynamic 

response of the proposed method, experiments are conducted 

on a three-phase laboratory prototype. The prototype is shown 

in Fig. 12. The experiment parameters are also listed in Table 

IV. The prototype works in STATCOM mode, and the output 

terminals of the converter are connected to the isolated 

transformer connected with a voltage regulator. The proposed 

control algorithm is implemented on the digital signal 

processing controller, and the control signals from the 

controller are transferred to each cell by optical fiber. 

A. Steady-state performance 

To compare the THD performance between the proposed 

BSC method and the conventional hierarchical linear 

controller, the experimental results are shown in Fig.13 and 

Fig. 14. When the AC output current references are set as 4 A 

inductive reactive, the measured output currents of the 

conventional linear control methods are shown in Fig. 13 (a). 

The current THD under the conventional linear control 

method is about 4.13 %. The output currents of MMC based 

STATCOM with the proposed BSC method are shown in Fig. 

14 (a), where the current THD is about 3.48 %. It can be seen 

that with the proposed BSC method, the current THD has been 

slightly reduced compared to the conventional linear control 

method. 

B. Dynamic response 

The experimental results of activation dynamics under the 

conventional linear control method and the proposed dual-

layer BSC method are given in Fig. 15 to Fig.18. 

As shown in Fig. 15 (a) and Fig. 16 (a), the amplitudes of 

the grid phase-to-ground voltages are 90 V. The amplitude of 

  
Fig. 17. Experimental results of the power step with conventional linear control. 
(a) The grid voltage of phase A and the output currents. (b) The output current 

and arm currents and the circulating current in phase A. (c) The capacitor 

voltages in phase A. 

Fig. 18. Experimental results of the power step with the proposed BSC 
method. (a) The grid voltage of phase A and the output currents. (b) The 

output current and arm currents and the circulating current in phase A. (c) 

The capacitor voltages in phase A. 
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the output currents increase from about 0 A to about 4 A. 

Comparing the output currents waveforms, the output reactive 

currents of the proposed method has a slightly fast dynamic 

response with about 7.5 ms, while the conventional linear 

control method requires a dynamic response with about 15 ms. 

The arm currents and the circulating currents under activation 

operation are shown in Fig. 15 (b) and Fig. 16 (b). It can be 

seen that for the conventional control method, when the output 

current increases from 0 A to 4 A, the arm currents have a 

slower response and requires a longer time to become stable. 

As a result, it also has a slightly higher circulating current. The 

capacitor voltages in phase A are shown in Fig. 15 (c) and Fig. 

16 (c), where the average DC capacitor voltages in phase A 

remain stable at about 50 V in both control methods. 

The experimental results of the power step operation under 

the conventional linear control method and the proposed dual-

layer BSC method are given in Fig. 17 and Fig.18. As shown 

in Fig. 17 (a) and Fig. 18 (a), the amplitudes of the grid phase-

to-ground voltages are 90 V. The amplitude of the output 

currents increase from about 4 A to about 8 A. Comparing the 

output currents waveforms, the output reactive currents of the 

proposed method has a slightly fast dynamic response with 

about 4 ms, while the conventional linear control method 

requires a dynamic response with about 10.5 ms. The arm 

currents and the circulating currents under activation 

operation are shown in Fig. 17 (b) and Fig. 18 (b). It can be 

seen that compared with the conventional linear control 

method, when the output current increases from 4 A to 8 A, 

the arm currents acquire a comparative response and time to 

become stable. The capacitor voltages in phase A are shown 

in Fig. 17 (c) and Fig. 18 (c), where the average DC capacitor 

voltages in phase A remain stable at about 50 V in both control 

methods. 

C. Algorithm robustness 

To further verify the robustness of the proposed BSC 

control method against variable circuit parameters, the 

inductance of the inductor should be higher or lower than the 

rated value. Considering the hardwware condition in the lab, 

this paper uses the same inductor to verify the robustness of 

the proposed BSC method. However, the estimated AC 

inductance is recorded as 3 mH in the proposed algorithm, 

which is 20 % higher than the actual rated value. With the 

estimated inductance in the algorithm, the experimental 

dynamic responses of the proposed BSC method are shown in 

Fig. 19 and Fig. 20. As shown in Fig. 19 (a), when circuit 

parameter mismatch occurs, the BSC method can guarantee 

the expected output reactive currents from 0 A to 4 A. The arm 

currents and circulating currents in phase A are shown in Fig. 

19 (b), where the arm currents range from -2A to 2 A. The 

  
Fig. 19. Robustness test of activation dynamics of the proposed BSC method 
(The inductors remain unchanged while AC inductance Lg is set as 3 mH in the 

proposed algorithm). (a) The grid voltage of phase A and the output currents. 

(b) The output current and arm currents and the circulating current in phase A. 

(c) The capacitor voltages in phase A. 

Fig. 20. Robustness test of power step of the proposed BSC method (The 
inductors remain unchanged while AC inductance Lg is set as 3 mH in the 

proposed algorithm). (a) The grid voltage of phase A and the output currents. 

(b) The output current and arm currents and the circulating current in phase 
A. (c) The capacitor voltages in phase A. 
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capacitor voltages in phase A are shown in Fig. 19 (c), where 

the average DC values remain stable at about 50 V. With the 

mismatch circuit parameter, the experimental power step 

responses of the proposed BSC method are shown in Fig. 20 

As shown in Fig. 20 (a), when circuit parameter mismatch 

occurs, the BSC method can guarantee the expected output 

reactive power step from 4 A to 8 A. The arm currents and 

circulating currents in phase A are shown in Fig. 20 (b), before 

the power step, the arm currents range from -2A to 2 A. After 

the power step occurs, the arm currents range from -4 A to 4 

A. The capacitor voltages in phase A are shown in Fig. 20 (c), 

where the average DC values remain stable at about 50 V. 

Therefore, the robustness of the proposed BSC method against 

circuit parameter mismatch is verified. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a dual-layer back-stepping control (BSC) 

method is proposed for MMC based STATCOM with the 

large single Lyapunov stability. The main conclusions of this 

paper are as follows. 

1) A detailed dual-layer BSC design principle is presented. 

The first layer controls the sum capacitor energy and the 

output currents, while the second layer controls the circulating 

currents. By this BSC method, the output currents and the 

circulating currents control are decoupled, and a high control 

accuracy is thus obtained. 

2) Compared with the single-layer BSC method in the 

MMC based inverter application, the proposed dual-layer 

BSC method has a simplified structure. In addition, the 

proposed method can be directly applied in the studied MMC 

based STATCOM in Fig. 1. 

3) The BSC method is designed for MMC in STATCOM 

application, and the Lyapunov stability of the system is 

guaranteed. In addition, the proposed method provides high 

robustness towards different circuit parameters, and it can also 

be applied under the unbalanced grid fault condition. 
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